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The wolf (Canis lupus), also known as the grey/gray wolf or timber wolf, is a canine native to the wilderness
and remote areas of Eurasia and North America.It is the largest extant member of its family, with males
averaging 43â€“45 kg (95â€“99 lb) and females 36â€“38.5 kg (79â€“85 lb). It is distinguished from other
Canis species by its larger size and less pointed features, particularly on ...
Wolf - Wikipedia
Wild wolves are sometimes kept as exotic pets, and in some rarer occasions, as working animals.Although
closely related to domesticated dogs, wolves do not show the same tractability as dogs in living alongside
humans, and generally, much more work is required in order to obtain the same amount of reliability.Wolves
also need much more space than dogs, about 25 to 40 square kilometres (10 to ...
Wolves as pets and working animals - Wikipedia
Tuk is a captive wolf from the Northern Lights wolf center in BC . There are only a few animals that are more
elusive then wolves and that makes them difficult to find and photograph.
Photographing Canadian Wolves - The Canadian Nature
Now, I am going to compare cougar vs Gray wolf or you can say that Puma vs Gray wolf. They all are living in
same habitat and hunt for food. So, it would be interesting to know comparison and difference between
cougar vs Gray wolf or Puma vs Gray wolf.. Cougar facts
Cougar vs Gray Wolf | Puma vs Gray Wolf Fight Comparison
World Health House Indraprastha Estate Mahatma Gandhi Marg New Delhi-110002, India SEA-CD-278
Rabies is one of the oldest diseases known to humans, and is a serious
Frequently Asked Questions - WHO
4004 East 800 North Battle Ground, Indiana, 47920 P:: (765) 567-2265 F: (765) 567-4299 W: WolfPark.org
WolfPark.org
So You Think You Want A Wolf or Wolf Hybrid?
Rabies is a preventable viral disease of mammals most often transmitted through the bite of a rabid animal.
The vast majority of rabies cases reported to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) each
year occur in wild animals like raccoons, skunks, bats, and foxes.
CDC - Rabies
Le loup gris a une fourrure hivernale trÃ¨s dense et duveteuse, avec un sous-poil court et un poil de garde
long et grossier [23].La plupart des sous-poils et une partie des poils de garde sont perdus au printemps et
repoussent Ã l'automne [30].. Les poils les plus longs se trouvent sur le dos, en particulier sur les quartiers
avant et le cou.
Canis lupus â€” WikipÃ©dia
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